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Zero-Shot Cross-Lingual Neural Headline Generation
Ayana , Shi-qi Shen, Yun Chen, Cheng Yang, Zhi-yuan Liu , and Mao-song Sun

Abstract—Neural headline generation (NHG) has been proven
to be effective in generating a fully abstractive headline recently.
Existing NHG systems are only capable of producing headline of
the same language as the original document. Cross lingual headline
generation is an important task since it provides an efficient
way to understand the key point of a document in a different
language. Due to the lack of those parallel corpora of direct source
language articles and target language headlines, we propose to
deal with the cross-lingual neural headline generation (CNHG)
under the zero-shot scenario. A trivial solution is to translate and
summarize the source document in a pipeline way. However, a
pipeline solution will lead to error propagation in the translation
and summarization phases. This challenge motivates us to build
a direct source-to-target CNHG model based on existing parallel
corpora of translation and monolingual headline generation.
Specifically, we let a parameterized CNHG model (student model)
mimic the output of a pretrained translation or headline genera-
tion model (teacher model). To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first effort to address CNHG problem. Besides, we construct
English–Chinese headline generation evaluation datasets by
manual translation. Experimental results on English-to-Chinese
cross-lingual headline generation demonstrate that our proposed
method significantly outperforms the baseline models.

Index Terms—Neural network, headline generation, cross-
lingual headline generation.
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Fig. 1. A news article paired with headlines in two languages.

I. INTRODUCTION

H EADLINE provides an efficient and effective way for
people to obtain the subject information before reading

through the whole document. The overwhelming globalization
is forcing people with tremendous amount of information in
various languages. Since mother tongue remains a better and
quicker way to acquire information, providing people with vital
information in the mother language is preferred. For instance,
Fig. 1 provides a news fragment with two headlines, one in
English and one in Chinese. To quickly understand the main
idea of the text, people usually take a glimpse at the headline
first. And those who familiar with English would pay attention
to the English headline and vice-versa.

Cross-lingual headline generation aims to produce a headline
in a target language (e.g., Chinese) given a document in a dif-
ferent source language (e.g., English). Cross-lingual headline
generation is important for efficient information acquisition but
has not been well studied. The most related task is cross-lingual
summarization [1]–[4], in which existing studies focus only on
single sentence extraction or compression. Nevertheless, none of
them is suitable for headline generation because a good headline
needs to present the most valuable information within a short
length limit and attract attention using sharp words at the same
time. Simply extracting a key sentence from the original docu-
ment and then translating it into target language is difficult to
meet the length limit request. Moreover, the compression pro-
cedure could address the problem by getting rid of unnecessary
words, but the remaining words may not be sharp enough to
present the core idea of the original article.

With the successful application of neural networks in
various natural language processing tasks [5]–[8], NHG also
benefits from neural networks [9]–[14] and achieves promising
performance. NHG leverages a single, large neural network
to generate a headline based on an input document directly.
However, previous studies only focus on the same-language
headline generation, i.e., the input document and the output
headline are in the same language. It is difficult to generate
headlines in a different language because the training data
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Fig. 2. Model overview of the proposed CNHG methods. A dashed line rep-
resents the intended student model without direct parallel corpora, a solid line
denotes a pre-trained teacher model with existing parallel corpora.

for cross-lingual NHG model is unavailable. One possible
solution to this problem is to leverage the pipeline method: We
could either translate the original document to target language
then generate the headline, or generate the headline then
accomplish the translation. Either way involves two models.
The training data discrepancy between the two models would
have significant influence over the results. Besides, the errors
made in the first step would inevitably affect the second step.

To address the model discrepancy and error propagation
problems in pipeline methods, we propose a direct source-to-
target cross-lingual neural headline generation (CNHG) model
and deploy on the task of English-Chinese headline generation
based on existing parallel corpora: English headline generation,
Chinese headline generation, and English-Chinese translation
corpora. As shown in Fig. 2, our basic idea is to let the
pre-trained neural models with parallel corpora (teacher model)
guide the parameter learning of CNHG model without parallel
corpora (student model). We investigate three methods for
zero-resource CNHG under the teacher-student framework. The
first method takes an English-Chinese neural machine trans-
lation (NMT) model which is pre-trained on English-Chinese
translation corpora as the teacher model. We force the CNHG
model to mimic the output of NMT on English headlines. In
the second method, we first build a pseudo Chinese article
corpora by translating English articles using the NMT model.
Then we let the CNHG model imitate the output of the Chinese
NHG teacher model, which is pre-trained on Chinese headline
generation corpora, on the pseudo Chinese articles. The third
method combines them to guide the learning procedure. Our
CNHG model directly learns from a pseudo Chinese headline
ground truth generated by pre-trained models. We expect
that our unified CNHG model can do better on unseen data
compared with pre-trained pipeline methods by getting rid of
error propagation and model discrepancy problems.

To test the performance of CNHG methods, we build evalu-
ation datasets by manually translating broadly used DUC2003
task-1 and DUC2004 task-1 datasets. These datasets are
hoped to benefit future research studies. Experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed approaches yield substantial
gains over the baseline methods.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Encoder-Decoder based NHG

Given an input document x = (x1 , . . . , xi , . . . , xM ), the
NHG model aims to take x as input, and generates a short

headline y = (y1 , . . . , yj , . . . , yN ) with length N < M . xi and
yj represents i-th input word and j-th output word, respectively.
The log conditional probability can be formalized as:

log Pr(y|x; θ) =
N∑

j=1

log Pr(yj |x,y<j ; θ), (1)

where y<j = (y1 , . . . , yj−1) is partial headline and θ is a set of
parameters. The j-th word yj in a headline is generated in an
encoder-decoder framework:

Pr(yj |x,y<j ; θ) ∝ exp{g(yj−1 , cj , sj ; θ)}, (2)

where yj−1 is the headline word that generated in the last
timestep, sj represents the j-th hidden state computed by the
decoder, cj indicates the j-th context vector for generating yj ,
and g(·) is a non-linear function. Pr(·) represents the function to
calculate the generation probability in the rest of the paper. The
model parameters are trained to maximize the log likelihood
over a large-scale parallel corpora D = {(x(t) ,y(t))}T

t=1 :

L(θ) =
T∑

t=1

log Pr(y(t) |x(t) ; θ), (3)

where x(t) and y(t) denote t-th source document and target
headline, T represents corpus size.

For the English NHG task, the widely adopted training
data [9] comes from Gigaword [15]1 For Chinese, the training
data is from [16]. Nevertheless, direct large-scale cross-lingual
article-to-headline training data is nonexistent, which is hinder-
ing the exploration of end-to-end CNHG model.

B. Teacher-Student Framework

A teacher-student framework is usually involved with model
distillation in which the student model is trained to simulate
the output of a teacher model, or ensemble of teachers. The
standard training approach is to minimize the distance (typically
L2 , cross entropy or KL-divergence) between the student and
teacher model:

J (θT ; θS ) = G(Pr(y|x; θT ),Pr(y|x; θS )), (4)

where G(·) is a function that measures the distance between
two distribution probabilities, θS and θT represent student and
teacher network parameters. In our work, we take the intended
CNHG model as the student model, pre-trained NMT and NHG
models as the teacher models, KL-divergence as the distance
measure to accomplish CNHG task.

III. MODEL

We propose to model the intended English-Chinese CNHG
model based on a teacher-student framework with no di-
rect training data. Given an English-Chinese translation par-
allel corpus DxE S ,yC S , we obtain an NMT teacher model
Pr(yCS |xES ; θ̂NMT), where θ̂NMT is a set of learned parame-
ters. We also acquire an NHG teacher model Pr(yC |xC ; θ̂NHG),

1The access link of English Gigaword is https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
LDC2012T21
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TABLE I
NOTATION TABLE

Fig. 3. The zero-resource CNHG student model with the English-Chinese
NMT model as the teacher model. Notations are described in Table I.

based on a given Chinese article-headline parallel corpus
DxC ,yC . θ̂NHG refers to the Chinese NHG model parameters.
Then, the teacher models guide the learning of student model,
i.e., the Pr(zC |xE ; θCNHG) with the English article-headline
parallel corpus DxE ,yE under three assumptions: (a) the transla-
tion of a target headline would have the same generation proba-
bility with the intended cross language headline, (b) the headline
of a translated source article would have the same generation
probability with the intended cross language headline, (c) com-
bining two teacher models as in (a) and (b) would improve the
performance of the target model. Table I describes the notations
used in our methods.

A. NMT Teacher Model

The underlying assumption is that if an article xE and a
headline yE constitute a parallel article-headline pair, then the
intended cross-lingual headline ẑC of xE should have the same
generation probability with the translation of the headline yE .
Fig. 3 shows the illustration. Given the English article-headline
parallel corpus DxE ,yE , the training objective based on the as-
sumption is defined as:

JNMT(θCNHG)

=
∑

〈xE ,yE 〉
EẑC |yE ;θ̂N M T

[
K(xE ,yE , ẑC , θ̂NMT , θCNHG)

]
,

(5)

where

K(xE ,yE , ẑC , θ̂NMT , θCNHG)

=
|ẑC |∑

j=1

KL(Pr(ẑC
j |yE , ẑC

<j ; θ̂NMT)||

× Pr(ẑC
j |xE , ẑC

<j ; θCNHG)). (6)

where KL(·) is the KL-divergence function which is defined
at word-level:

KL
(
Pr(ẑC

j |yE , ẑC
<j ; θ̂NMT)||Pr(ẑC

j |xE , ẑC
<j ; θCNHG)

)

=
∑

ẑC
j ∈Vz C

Pr
(
ẑC
j |yE , ẑC

<j ; θ̂NMT

)
log

Pr
(
ẑC
j |yE , ẑC

<j ; θ̂NMT

)

Pr
(
ẑC
j |xE , ẑC

<j ; θCNHG
) ,

(7)

in which VzC denotes the Chinese vocabulary. Since the NMT
teacher model is fixed, the training objective is equivalent to:

JNMT(θCNHG)

= −
∑

〈xE ,yE 〉
EẑC |yE ;θ̂N M T

[
R(xE ,yE , ẑC , θ̂NMT , θCNHG)

]
,

(8)

where

R(xE ,yE , ẑC , θ̂NMT , θCNHG)

=
|ẑC |∑

j=1

∑

ẑC
j ∈Vz C

Pr
(
ẑC
j |yE , ẑC

<j ; θ̂NMT

)

× log Pr
(
ẑC
j |xE , ẑC

<j ; θCNHG
)
.

(9)

Then, our goal is to find a set of parameters that minimizes
the training objective:

θ̂CNHG = arg min
θC N H G

{JNMT(θCNHG)} . (10)

Given the learned model parameters θ̂NMT , the standard deci-
sion rule for finding the translation with the highest probability
for a headline yE is given by:

ẑC = arg max
ẑC

{Pr(ẑC |yE ; θ̂NMT)}. (11)

B. NHG Teacher Model

Instead of taking the NMT model as the teacher model, we
further investigate to utilize an NHG model as the teacher model,
as shown in Fig. 4. We assume that if x̂C is the translation of an
article xE , then the intended cross-lingual headline ẑC would
have the same generation probability with the headline of x̂C .
The training objective definition based on this assumption
is similar to Eq. (5), and the KL-divergence is defined at
word-level as well. As the NHG teacher model does not change
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Fig. 4. The zero-resource CNHG student model with the Chinese NHG model
as the teacher model. Notations are described in Table I.

during training, the final training objective is equivalent to:

JNHG(θCNHG)

= −
∑

〈xE ,yE 〉
EẑC |x̂C ;θ̂N H G

[
Q(xE , x̂C , ẑC , θ̂NHG , θCNHG)

]
,

(12)

where

Q(xE , x̂C , ẑC , θ̂NHG , θCNHG)

=
|ẑC |∑

j=1

∑

ẑC
j ∈Vz C

Pr(ẑC
j |x̂C , ẑC

<j ; θ̂NHG)

× log Pr
(
ẑC
j |x̂C , ẑC

<j ; θCNHG
)
.

(13)

The goal becomes finding a set of parameters that minimizes
the training objective:

θ̂CNHG = arg min
θC N H G

{JNHG(θCNHG)} . (14)

Finding the translation x̂C of input article xE is given by:

x̂C = arg max
x̂C

{
Pr(x̂C |xE ; θ̂NMT)

}
. (15)

and finding the headline for a translation x̂C under the Chinese
NHG model θ̂NHG is given by:

ẑC = arg max
ẑC

{
Pr(ẑC |x̂C ; θ̂NHG)

}
. (16)

C. NMT+NHG Teacher Model

As the NMT and NHG models both can be utilized as
the teacher model to guide the student model, we further
investigate the combined “teaching” ability of the two models,
as shown in Fig. 5. The training objective consists of two
parts: KL-divergence between NMT teacher model and student
model, KL-divergence between NHG teacher model and student
model. In this way, our approach is capable of considering the

Fig. 5. The zero-resource CNHG student model with the English-Chinese
NMT model and the Chinese NHG model as the teacher models. Notations are
described in Table I.

two pre-trained teacher models.

JNMT+NHG(θCNHG)

= −
∑

〈xE ,yE 〉

{
αEẑC |yE ;θ̂N M T

[
R(xE ,yE , ẑC , θ̂NMT , θCNHG)

]

+ (1 − α)EẑC |x̂E ;θ̂N H G
[Q(xE , x̂C , ẑC , θ̂NHG , θCNHG)]

}

(17)

where the definition of functions R(·) and Q(·) remain the same
as in Eq. (9) and Eq. (13), respectively. α is a hyper-parameter
that balances between the NMT and NHG models.

D. Teacher Distribution Approximation

When we utilize the teacher model to generate a teacher dis-
tribution, in Eq. (11) for instance, there is a major difficulty, i.e.,
the intractable search space. Enumerating all possible sequences
is impossible. As a result, we utilize three approximation meth-
ods to address this problem.

Single Word Embedding Sampling: This is a standard so-
lution to approximate the full search space [17]. Let ẑC =
(. . . , ẑC

j−1 , ẑ
C
j , ẑC

j+1 , . . .) be a sampled headline. When calcu-

lating the output distribution Pr(ẑC
j |yE , ẑC

<j ; θ̂NMT) according
to Eq. (6), the single word embedding sampling method utilizes
the word embedding of ẑC

j−1 . The word ẑC
j−1 is selected based

on a multinomial distribution defined by Pr(ẑC
j−1). We denote

it as Single sampling. This method not only could introduce
more diverse data, but also is less time consuming.

Expected Word Embeddings Sampling: The single word
embedding sampling method only takes one past-sampled word
as input during generating. As a result, it inevitably brings error
propagation problem: sampling mistakes will affect the next
step of sampling. Inspired by [18], we utilize the expected word
embeddings to address the problem. In this method, the emitted
output word embedding that used to calculate the j-th output
distribution Pr(ẑC

j |yE , ẑC
<j ; θ̂NMT) is the weighted average of

word embeddings over the entire target vocabulary, according to
the probability distribution Pr(ẑC

j−1), instead of the single word
embedding itself. The expected word embeddings allow us to
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consider the full vocabulary and approximate the full search
space better. We denote it as Expected sampling.

Greedy Decoding: Another simpler way to approximate the
teacher distribution is to utilize the mode of the teacher model,
as suggested in [19]. This method simply runs beam search with
beam size = 1 on yE ∈ DxE ,yE to obtain the teacher distribu-
tion. Specifically, at each time step of decoding, this method
always chose the word with the highest generation probability
to be the input of the next time step. This method is a greedy
decoding process, and we denote it as Greedy decoding.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Setup

Teacher Model Setup: We evaluate our approaches on
English-Chinese headline generation task. Note that in our ap-
proaches, there are two pre-trained teacher models involved, i.e.,
the English-Chinese NMT model and the Chinese NHG model.

For the English-Chinese NMT model, the training set2 con-
sists of 1.25M sentence pairs with 27.9M Chinese words and
34.5M English words. We use the NIST 2002 dataset as the de-
velopment set to select model parameters. The evaluation metric
is BLEU [20], calculated by the multi-bleu.perl script.

For the Chinese NHG model, the training set and development
set all come from LCSTS [16]. This dataset provides Chinese
article-headline pairs, which are collected from Sina Weibo3.
We utilize the word-based Chinese NHG model, and the word
segmentation is accomplished by THULAC4 . The Part-I of LC-
STS serves as the training set, which consists of 2.40M article-
headline pairs with 131.02M article words and 21.86M headline
words. We randomly sample 800 headline-article pairs from the
Part-II LCSTS as the development set to pick model parameters.
The evaluation metric is ROUGE [21] which is calculated by
ROUGE-1.5.5.pl script.

Student Model Setup: For the intended English-Chinese
CNHG model, we leverage the English Gigaword [15] to build
the training data, as introduced in [9]5 . This training set in-
cludes 3.8M article-headline pairs with 11.91M article words
and 3.13M headline words. This dataset is also used as the
training data for an English NHG model which we adopt in the
baseline method.

For all involved models, including the teacher and student
models, we adopt the same model architecture. Specifi-
cally, a bi-directional GRU recurrent neural network [22] is
used as the encoder and an attention based GRU recurrent
neural network [6] is utilized as the decoder. We use the
AdaDelta algorithm [23] for optimizing model parameters.
The English-Chinese NMT model, the Chinese NHG model,
and the English-Chinese CNHG model share the same Chinese
vocabulary, and the size is limited to 50K. English vocabulary
size is limited to 30k. The word embedding size, the encoder,

2The training set includes LDC2002E18, LDC2003E07, LDC2003E14, part
of LDC2004T07, LDC2004T08 and LDC2005T06.

3http://www.weibo.com
4http://thulac.thunlp.org/
5The corresponding pre-processing script is available at https://github.

com/facebookarchive/NAMAS

TABLE II
DATA STATISTICS OF THE DUC DATASETS

The art.num, art.avg.tok and head.avg.tok refer to article numbers, av-
erage token numbers in each article and average token numbers in each
translated headline respectively.

TABLE III
EFFECT OF USING DIFFERENT APPROXIMATION METHODS ON DUC2003

DEVELOPMENT DATASET

R1, R2 and RL refer to F1 score of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L
respectively.

and the decoder hidden state dimension are set as 512, 1024 and
1024 respectively. When inferencing, the beam-size is set to 5.

Data Construction: For validating and testing the perfor-
mance of the intended CNHG model, we manually translate
DUC2003 task-1 and DUC2004 task-1 data. One professional
translator is requested to generate translations for reference
headlines. We give the following rules to guide the transla-
tion: (1) Let the translations faithful to the original headlines.
(2) Make the translations as concise as possible. (3) Keep the
proper nouns unchanged to avoid ambiguity. Although in the
original DUC2003 and DUC2004 data, each article is paired
with 4 reference headlines, we only translate 1 reference head-
line. We take DUC2003 dataset as the development dataset to
select model parameters and take DUC2004 as the test set. Ta-
ble II shows detailed statistics.

Evaluation Metric: The evaluation metric we utilize for
headline generation tasks is the ROUGE [21], which reports
recall, precision and F1 scores. Previous studies related to En-
glish headline generation either report recall score with length
limit or full-length F1 scores from ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and
ROUGE-L [9], [12], [14]. For Chinese headline generation task,
the authors usually report full-length F1 scores [10], [16]. The
recall scores of ROUGE are sensitive to length as it favors longer
headlines. The F1 scores, on the other hand, could provide fairer
results by penalizing longer headlines that are noisy [14]. In our
work, we use full-length F1 scores from ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2
and ROUGE-L to evaluate our systems for fair comparison.

B. Baselines

We compare our approaches with the following baseline
methods:

1) Baseline-TS (Translate then Summarize): Specifically,
this method first utilizes the English-Chinese NMT model
Pr(x̂C |xE ; θ̂NMT) to translate English articles into Chi-
nese, then obtain the corresponding headline with the Chi-
nese NHG model Pr(zC |x̂C ; θ̂NHG).
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TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON DUC DATASETS

DUC2003 is the development set, and the DUC2004 is the test set.

2) Baseline-ST (Summarize then Translate): Instead of
translating first, this method utilizes an English NHG
model Pr(ŷE |xE ; θ̂NHG EN) to obtain the English head-
line, then generates the corresponding Chinese headline
with the English-Chinese NMT model Pr(ẑC |ŷE ; θ̂NMT).

3) Baseline-PSEUDO: This builds a pseudo parallel corpora
adapted for CNHG. We translate the English headlines yE

from the English article-headline corpusDxE ,yE into Chi-
nese headlines using the English-Chinese NMT model
Pr(ŷC |yE ; θ̂NMT) with greedy decoding. The original
English articles yE from DxE ,yE and translated Chinese
headlines ŷC constitute a pseudo English-Chinese head-
line generation corpus D̂xE ,ŷC .

C. Effect of Approximation Method

We propose three methods to approximate the teacher dis-
tribution. To investigate the performance of different approxi-
mation methods, we conduct experiments on top of the NMT
teacher model, and Table III shows the experimental results on
DUC2003 development dataset.

We observe that the Single sampling method performs better
than the Expected sampling method. One possible explanation
is that when we utilize the expected word embeddings to ap-
proximate the teacher distribution, the teacher model itself does
not change during training. The decoder side word embeddings
remain fixed rather than tuned along with the training.

The greedy decoding method outperforms the other two meth-
ods over all ROUGE scores. In this method, when the student
model is imitating the teacher model, only the candidate with
the highest probability in the full space is used to predict the
next output word at each time step. This finding suggests that
the locally optimal choice at each stage is more important than
data diversity in CNHG method. According to the experimental
results, we use greedy decoding as the default approximation
method in our experiments.

D. Effect of Hyperparameter α

To let the student CNHG model simultaneously learn from
the English NMT model and the Chinese NHG model, we set
a hyper-parameter α to balance between them. To explore the
influence of hyper-parameter α on the performance of CNHG
model, we conduct experiments with the α set as 0.1, 0.3, 0.5,
0.7, and 0.9 respectively. The higher the value, the more the

TABLE V
EFFECT OF HYPER-PARAMETER α ON DUC2003 DEVELOPMENT DATASET

student model learn from the English NMT model. The experi-
mental results are shown in Table V. We observe that when α is
set to 0.7, the model achieves the highest ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2
and ROUGE-L scores. The scores are also higher than the NMT
teacher models on ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-L scores, and the
NHG teacher model over all ROUGE scores. One possible rea-
son is that using one teacher model may lead to over-fitting
during training. Combining two models with proper ratio would
reduce the uncertainty of the model and make the overall perfor-
mance more stable and consistent. As a result, we use α = 0.7
in the following experiments.

E. Main Results

Table IV shows the headline generation performance on DUC
datasets. We have the following observations.

Firstly, the Baseline-ST method performs better than the
Baseline-TS method. This can be partly attributed to the model
discrepancy problem: the English-Chinese NMT and the Chi-
nese NHG models are quite different in terms of vocabulary and
parameter space because the English-Chinese translation and
Chinese article-headline parallel corpora are loosely-related or
even unrelated.

Secondly, the Baseline-TS and Baseline-ST methods achieve
lower performance than those of other approaches (except for
the NHG method). It is mainly because the Baseline-ST and
Baseline-TS systems are pipeline methods and they inevitably
suffer from cascaded translation errors: the mistakes made in
the first step will be propagated to the second step.

Thirdly, the Baseline-PSEUDO and NHG teacher method
obtain general performance. Although Baseline-PSEUDO and
NHG teacher method are not pipeline based methods, they are
trained with a pseudo corpus. They only use the source trans-
lation with the highest probability to build the pseudo parallel
corpus, which may also cause severe error propagation problem
in training.
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TABLE VI
EXAMPLE HEADLINES FROM EACH SYSTEM AND THE CORRESPONDING ENGLISH TRANSLATION ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESES, BY ITALICS

Considering the readability, we conduct a post-processing step to change the tokenized English contexts into normal form. The Baseline-ST and Baseline-TS systems are two
steps pipeline systems; hence we list the corresponding results from each step as well. In Baseline-ST, Step-1 is the English headline of the original article generated by the
English NHG model, and the Step-2 is the Chinese headline obtained by the English-Chinese NMT model. In Baseline-TS, Step-1 is the Chinese translation of original article
generated by the English-Chinese NMT model, and the Step-2 is the Chinese headline obtained by the Chinese NHG model.

TABLE VII
“UNK” STATISTICS IN THE PIPELINE METHODS

The avg.all and max.per refer to average “UNK” percentage in all
results and max “UNK” percentage in one result respectively.

Finally, the NMT teacher and NMT+NHG teacher methods
significantly outperform the other methods on both DUC2003
and DUC2004 datasets. This finding suggests that performance
of CNHG approach greatly benefits from the direct training and
training corpora with less noise.

F. Case Study

Table VI shows headline examples of baseline systems and
our proposed methods.

In the Baseline-ST method, the headline generation step out-
puts redundant words “News analysis”, “(by xiong UNK) UNK
UNK contributed reporting.” As a result, the corresponding
translation includes redundant words “ (News anal-
ysis)”, “(UNK [10]” as well. In Baseline-TS method, the error
of missing key information “Asia-Pacific region” error is prop-
agated to the next headline generation step. This observation
indicates that the errors made in the first step would inevitably
propagate to the second step in pipeline methods. In pipeline
methods, the “UNK” generated in the first step would inevitably
affect the second step. Table VII demonstrates the “UNK” statis-
tics in the pipeline methods.

The Baseline-PSEUDO and NHG teacher methods repeat
words “ (Asian financial crisis)” and “

(economy)” respectively. This suggests that the pseudo corpora
may harm the fluency in CNHG methods.

From the results, we observe that the NMT and NHG+NMT
methods do not generate repeated or unnecessary words. Hence
they are able to generate more fluent and headlines comparing
to other methods. However, they still suffer from the missing
key information problem.

V. RELATED WORK

A. Neural Headline Generation

End-to-end neural headline generation (NHG), has attracted
increasing attention in recent several years. Researchers have
been attempting to improve the performance of NHG from
different aspects. For instance, source article representation
methods [12], [14], [24] , encoder choices [9], [12], [25],
decoder adoptions [9], [12], limited vocabulary problem
solutions [10], [11], output length controlling problem [25] and
training strategies [26].

B. Cross Language Summarization

The cross-lingual headline generation is closely related to
cross-lingual summarization. [1] proposes to score sentences
from the original document, then translate selected sentences
into target language to form a summary. [2] designs two graph
based extractive summarization models which consider bilin-
gual information. [3] presents a machine translation inspired
scoring paradigm to construct the summary. [4] introduces
bilingual concepts and facts utilizing translation and parsing
information and generates cross lingual multi-document
summarization.
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C. Zero-shot Learning

Although there are plenty of data available, fine-grained
annotated data are still missing in many cases. Humans have
the ability to solve a task even when observing no examples
of the task, i.e., zero-shot learning. There are various zero-shot
learning related studies in natural language processing, for
instance document retrieval [27], spoken language understand-
ing [28] and neural machine translation [29]–[32]. The closest
related work to ours is that of the zero-shot NMT [29], [32].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a direct end-to-end CNHG model
which can address the training data discrepancy problem and er-
ror propagation problem in pipeline methods under a zero-shot
scenario. Let the CNHG model be the student model, and we
assume it would have close generation probability with the pre-
trained NMT and NHG teacher models. Based on this assump-
tion, we introduce three methods to guide the learning process
of the CNHG student model. To evaluate the performance of
the proposed approaches, we build corresponding development
dataset and test dataset for the English-Chinese cross-lingual
headline generation task by manually translating the standard
DUC2003 task-1 and DUC2004 task-2 datasets. Experiments
on the datasets show that our proposed NMT and NMT+NHG
models can significantly outperform the baseline systems.

There are still many open problems to be explored as future
work: (1) One problem in the neural sequence generation is
the limited vocabulary size, which leads to the appearance of
“UNK”. There are many successful work [10], [14] that utilize
the pointer network [33] in NHG models to address this prob-
lem. We will explore the proper way to integrate the technique
in the cross-lingual scenario. (2) Besides article-headline pairs,
there are also rich plain monolingual text data not considered
in CNHG training. We will investigate the probability of inte-
grating these plain texts to enhance CNHG for semi-supervised
learning.
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